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Erin hunter bravelands book 4

Spoiler alert: The following are the details of the rendering and/or ending. The previous Next Blood and Bone The Spirit-Eaters Shifting Shadows is the fourth book by Bravelands and was released on May 7, 2019. The content of [the show]Fake Leader assumption has been destroyed-but Bravelands is still in serious
danger. Stinger's death was to bring peace to the country; but no great parent stepped forward, and now the fate of the Bravelands hangs in the balance. With a mysterious threat lurking in their midst, all members of the Great Herd must find the strength to go the right way or risk the end of the Bravelands forever.
Detailed Plot Summary Soon Trivia Baboons on the cover are Thorn and Berry. Includes English coverDeutsch coverDutch coverAdd a photo to this gallery This article has several problems. Please help improve or discuss these issues on the talk page. (Learn how and when to remove these template messages) This
article needs additional citations for validation. Help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material can be attacked and removed. Find resources: Bravelands - news · newspaper · books · scholar · JSTOR (July 2017) (Learn how and when to delete this template message) The topic of this
article may not meet Wikipedia's general guidelines for notability. Please help demonstrate the worthiness of the topic by citing reliable secondary sources that are independent of the topic and provide significant coverage of it for a mere trivial mention. If notability cannot be displayed, the article is likely to be merged,
redirected, or deleted. Find resources: Bravelands - news · newspaper · books · scholar · JSTOR (March 2018) (Learn how and when to delete this message template) (Learn how and when to delete this message template) BravelandsOtek broken of Broken Pride, the first book in the Broken Pride Code of Honor Blood
and Bone Shifting Shadows AuthorErin HunterCover artistOwen RichardsonCountryUnited KingdomLanguageEnglishGenreTeen literature, fantasyPublisherHarperCollinsPublished June 2017 - presentMedia typePrint, e-book Bravelands is a children's novel series written by a team of authors under the pseudonym Erin
Hunter, who also wrote the series Warriors. The series follows the adventures of three animals: Fearless, a lion that has been banished from its pride and begins to live among baboons, Thorn, a baboon who tries to rebel against his fate, and Sky, an elephant whose mother was killed by a lion, gifted with a special ability
to read bones. The story takes place in bravelands, ruled by a great mother. The first book in the Broken Pride series was released on June 6, 2017 with a sequel called Code of Honor, which was released on June 6, 2017. Broken Pride shows trio becoming close friends with each other in their quest calls of the wild. The
series was well received, with critics praising the realistic behavior of the characters, the excitement in the novels, and the description of bravelands, while initially criticizing it for its similarities to the Lion King. Broken Pride Broken Pride is the first book in the series and was released on 6 June 2017. It begins with the
white-haired Windrider vulture hearing the roar of a lion cub named Swiftcub from Gallantpride, which seems to be shaking the sky. Swiftcub gets its new name Fearless. His father, Gallant, is attacked and killed by Titan and two of his dishonest lions, who take his pride and rename it Titanpride. The fearless is abducted
by a black eagle, who throws him into a small forest called the Tall Trees, which is inhabited by an olive baboon unit called Brightforest Troop. They believe their female prophet, called Starleaf, is special and they adopt him and nickname him The Cub of Stars. A year later, two of the young baboons, Mud and Thorn, are
trying to get out of their current ranks in a competition known as Three Performances. Mud (son of Starleaf) is Deeproot, the lowest position in the unit and trying to get to Lowleaf. Thorn, also Deeproot intends to advance to Middleleaf and also seeks to advance to Highleaf, the highest position surpassed only by the
leader of the army, Crownleaf. Thorn is motivated by the fact that the Berry he loves is Highleaf because he won't be able to make friends with her unless he reaches her position. Nut, his tyrant, tries unsuccessfully to stop him, but eventually stops Mud. Meanwhile, there's something else going on with the Great Mother's
herd. The great mother is part of an African herd of elephants called The Walker and she channels the wisdom of the Great Spirit, the deity that rules all bravelands animals – lions, however, most do not believe in the Great Spirit, although they still generally adhere to the natural law (code); Nile crocodiles, meanwhile,
both do not believe in the Great Spirit and generally scoff at the Codex. One of the elephants, Sky (granddaughter of the Great Mother), thinks the local big drinker is dangerous after reading her late mother's bones and getting a vision of an ominous baboon on a lion, while the area around them is on fire and the drinker
is stained with red blood. Bark Crownleaf, leader of the Brightforest baboons, meanwhile, is murdered and evidence suggests she died fighting a hyena spotted. The new Crownleaf Grub is throwing fearless out of the unit. Thorn accompanies him until he arrives at the watering hole where so many other animals gather,
and Sky sees them and panics because she thinks they might be the ones from her vision. Fearless finds Loyal who was a friend of his late father, but he ignores the elders advice and businesses close to your old pride, now Titan's. Titan, distracted by Fearless's presence, accidentally ignores the cheetahs who escaped
with their son Ruthless. After being convinced by Artful, his friend, Titan makes a deal with Fearless that if he manages to win Ruthless, his mother Swift can continue to stay safe with pride. Fearless, with the help of Thorn and Loyal, manages to get Ruthless. Grub is poisoned in the High Trees, evidence points to Nut.
Stinger, father of Berry and baboon Fearless first met when he first joined Brightforest, is chosen as the new Crownleaf. Thorn later realizes that the stinger himself poisoned Grub with poison from the scorpion tails that were inserted into the dead dik-dik Grub, and it was also he who killed Bark, so it looked like the hyena
she was fighting killed her. The great mother is soon mysteriously murdered and found dead in a water hole. The water is stained with blood around her corpse, and Sky realizes with horror that her vision has come true. The Code of Honor The Elephant Leader known as the Great Mother was murdered. Now the young
baboon, elephant and lion must unite to discover the truth — before bravelands' delicate balance is destroyed forever. Blood and Bones The beginning of the book begins with the sight of a Windrider vulture trying to convince swallows to stay in the Bravelands without success. Sky, when he saw Thorn be killed, he saved
him by throwing fearless into a tree and carried him away. Obviously, Sky can now read the memories of any animal it touches. After The Walkers accuse Stinger of having a hand in the death of the Great Mother, the baboon portrays them as insane, especially Sky. Thorn and his former enemy Nut are fleeing into
leopard forest, a dense forest inhabited by no leopards but an enemy baboon troop led by a deranged pervert. Pear, Berry's mother, is discovered living with them, reportedly not spoken because her daughter, whose name was not known, kidnapped her friend, Seed, who was reported for crownleaf's murder at the time.
The seed is discovered by Nut and Thorn to actually stinger. Based on Stinger's advice fearless and valor leave Titanpride and search for young lions Dauntlesspride who escaped titanpride prison, which is to Fearlesspride. Fearless has trouble getting the respect of a young man named Snarl, whom Stinger eventually
kills to smooth his way after receiving fearless complaints. Fearless eventually realizes that Stinger is a traitor, not Thorn. In the end, Thorn, Fearless, and Sky overthrow the false Great Parent, and Sky (unwittingly) passes on the Great Spirit of Thorn, the real Great Father. During the aftermath, Sky discovers that Loyal
is in fact Fearless's Biological Father[1] and informs Fearless because he was unaware of his relationship with the now deceased lion was killed in Stinger's coup). [1] Shifting Shadows The book begins with an ostrich running for its life from unknown invaders. [2] Thorn anticipates this event with his newfound abilities as
the new great father. Thorn decides to keep his father's status a secret from everyone because he doesn't think he's the right animal for the job. Meanwhile, in Napajedle, Sky and her herd live there for a drink. Sky is playing with one of his cousins when Thorn stops by for guidance advice. Eventually Thorn steps down
from the role of Crownleaf and Berry takes his place. A male lion named Mighty joins Fearlesspride, resulting in Fearless Leaving due to not getting enough respect. Titan, meanwhile, is becoming so power-hungry that it drives him crazy and causes him to believe that killing other animals will make him immortal. During
an attack on a herd of elephants, his friend, Artful, dies. Their daughter, Menace, is adopted by Sky and raised alongside two orphaned cheetahs whose mother was killed by a blood pack, a group of African golden wolves who eat the hearts of their victims to gain their spirit. As soon as titanpride falls apart, several
surviving members are killed by the pack. Ghost-Eaters The Great Spirit has returned, and Baboon Thorn hopes to guide the Bravelands to peace as his great father. But when a pack of rogue wolves begins to target the Great Herd, each animal must unite to defend the wilderness code against those who would watch it
burn. Fearless discovers the dead bodies of Titanpride lions alongside Ruthless and Keen. In the meantime, Sky will reunite with Thorne and learn that he has replaced Sun Stridera (Sky's grandmother) as his grandparents. Both discuss how the gold wolf pack has been causing chaos since it attacked . She is then met
with her older brother and his flock soon after. Thorn then sends the Vultures to spread the message of the Great Assembly. Fearless and what about spot vultures and immediately realize that Great-Parent has been identified and Fearless leads his band to watering sticks where the Great-Gathering is held. In the
watering hole, Thorn gives his inaugural address. Several animals, including Skye's brother, support Thorne before he is disturbed by Fearless. Thorn is briefly surprised that Fearless (Under Stinger's manipulation) wanted to kill him the last time a lion attacked him. Fearless is overjoyed to see his friend again and is
proud to see him as the next Great-Parent. When Thorn decorates fearless assassination attempts, Fearless responds somewhat sheepishly. [3] As the great gathering draws to a close, a few leopards bring the corpse of their comrade to Thorne. Leopards reveal that wolves killed gold and ate their friend's heart.
Fearless volunteers lead their band (Consisting of Ruthless Keen) to the Dead Forest to fight the wolf pack. The lion trio is leaving; However, The Menace (Who's Before in Sky's Posse) creeps away from Sky, Nimble and Lively to join Fearless and co. When Meance's got a trio, he wants to join. The trio are reluctant to
recruit The Menace however, they are giving in to Menace's demand after realising they are too far from the drinker to return Meance. Meanwhile, Sky, Nimble and Lively helped Thorne find a place to do his duties with his grandfather. After boulder is found the site and his herd arrives in order to clear some trees for
Great-Father Clearing. While Bull are clearing out the surrounding forests, Sky meets an older Bull named Flint. It turned out that Flint was Skye's maternal grandfather. They discuss the death of Mother Sky (whose name is revealed as Mist Strider). Flint reveals how devastated he was when he learned how Mist died.
Sky is also trying to move on from her breakup with Rock Marcher as part of her still loves him, even though she inadvertently attacked and killed the River Marcher. Sky then notices that Meanace is missing. When he asks Thorne to use his powers to find her, he reveals he's with Fearless and everything. Sky is still

concerned however as the elephant is well aware that Meance is dedicated to his father. Thorn assures her that despite this, Fearless will protect her, because [Fearless] is noble. Back at Dead Forest, Fearlesspride encounters the Gold Wolves (whose pack-name turned out to be Bloodheart). The threat arrogantly
confronts the pack and boasts about its relationship with Titan. After the skirmish between the parties ends (With Fearlesspride's winner) the cubs are found by a clan of hyenas at the head of Skulldrink. The Matriarch clan leads a little pride to their clan's camp. Tam Skulldrink reveals that she and her clan have problems
with the Bloodheart Pack and offer fearlesspride alliance. The Lions agree and Fearless and Keen follow Skulldrinker and her side in leaving Ruthless and Meance on Hyena Day. Fearless and Keen fight alongside Hyenas against the Bloodheart Pack. Lions and Hyenas win. Fearlesspride leaves the Hyena clan then
find Titan. During their search, however, it turns out that Meance is problematic because she inherited the cruelty of her parents (especially Titan). She also subjects her older brother to physical and verbal abuse by biting him in the tail and calling him Useless (a derogatory nickname coined by their father). Back at Great
Father Clearing, Thorn is visited by some of his troopmates who complain about Crownguard. They reveal that Berry's crownguard is undermining her leadership behind others. Thorn decides to visit his unit to inform Berry. Unfortunately, Berry ignores Thorns warnings and attempts her friend says she's going to be okay
and that Thorn's too worried. Thorn isn't convinced. However, she decides to let Berry do things her way because she is Crownleaf, not Thorn. Thorn then returns to his clearing, where he, Nut, Spider, Mud and Sky greeted a float of crocodiles led by Ripa. [4] Rip reveals that his car was at odds with a group of hippos led
by Plunge (who are tousing Rip's car for the death of a small under-mate). Rip threatens to destroy The Plunge Herd in retaliation if Thorn refuses to help them. To avoid a tot all-out war between hippos and crocodiles. Thorn and Sky are investigating the true circumstances surrounding the hippo's death. When Sky uses
his powers to examine the body of a hippo cub, he discovers that crocodiles were not to blame for the hippo's death, but the Bloody Manure. After Sky informs Thorne of their findings, the pair report them to Ripa and Plunge, who happened to be by the river near Dawntrees Troop with their groups. Once Plunge and Rip
hear about Thorn and Sky's findings, Plunge realizes that Rip was telling the truth when he and his float denied any wrongdoing against his baby shepherd. Plunge and Rip then agree to call off their battle as long as each side remains in their territory. Towards the end of the book Fearless discovers that Titan is indeed
alive and leading the pack after his previous leader was killed. [3] In the epilogue, Thorn laments and mourns the loss of his partner. He vows revenge on the Golden Wolves and titan for losing Berry. Windrider warns him that his vengeance should not be hasty, as if Titan and bloodheart pack were eating Thorne's heart,
gain the power of the Great Spirit, and abuse him. [5] Oath Finally, the Great Herd stands united against Titan-now so strong that even the Fearless, who has vowed to avenge the death of his father, cannot defeat the rogue lion himself. Thorn may have a plan to bring down Titan, but bravelands animals have to decide
how much they're willing to risk – and who they're willing to lose. Critical Reception The first book in the Bravelands Broken Pride series appeared on the New York Times bestseller list. [6] The School Library Journal criticizes the series for its similarities to The Lion King, but writes: Fans of the previous Hunter series will
not be disappointed, and they will be worried about the next installment in this new series. [7] [8] Kirkus Reviews gave him a major review, writing: Deep characters, complex plots, rich mythology, and stunning environments have reconnected to prove that Hunter's collective are master storytellers. Warriors fans will be
thrilled at the opportunity to travel from forest to savannah in this brand new series. [9] [8] References ^ and b Hunter, Erin (2018). Bravelands: Blood and bones. HarperCollins. ^ Hunter, Erin (2018). Shifting shadows. Harper Collins. Pp. Prologue p. ???. ^ a b Hunter, Erin (February 4, 2020). Bravelands: Spirit-Eaters.
HarperCollins. Parties.???. ^ Hunter, Erin (February 4, 2020). Bravelands: Spirit-Eaters. HarperCollins. p. 71. ↑ Hunter, Erin (February 4, 2020). Bravelands: Spirit-Eaters. Epilogue: HarperCollins. ^ Warrior Cats Official Facebook Page. July 11, 2017 - via Facebook. ^ Middle class: Latest from Erin Hunter, Rachel Renée
Russell, &amp; More. School Library Journal. July 10, 2017. ↑ a b Broken Pride. BiblioCommons. July 10, 2017. ↑ BROKEN PRIDE. Kirkus Review. July 10, 2017. External Links Official Website Retrieved from
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